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Abstract18

19

While it would seem intuitive that increases in global sea surface temperature (SST) 20

would be associated with oceanic heat uptake and higher sea levels, such a positive 21

correlation does not necessarily hold across all time scales and models. In this paper we 22

describe three regimes in which changes in ocean circulation result in decadal changes in 23

global SST (dSSTglob) which are positively correlated, uncorrelated, and negatively 24

correlated with changes in SSH and global net radiation. The positively-correlated regime 25

is associated with increased Southern Ocean convection melting back sea ice, increasing 26

net radiation and raising sea level. The uncorrelated regime is associated with decadal 27

changes in vertical advection of heat in the tropics- with additional changes in the 28

Southern Ocean associated with mesoscale eddy diffusion. The negatively-correlated 29

regime is found in a run in which carbon dioxide is instantaneously doubled and involves 30

suppression of convection not only in the Southern Ocean but also in the North Atlantic. 31

The positively-correlated and uncorrelated regimes show similar patterns of change in top 32

of the atmosphere radiative balance, but very different patterns of vertical heat transport 33

change within the ocean. These differences are reflected in zonally averaged patterns of 34

temperature and oxygen trends. The negatively correlated mode has many similarities to 35

the positively correlated mode, but with more of a signature in the Northern Hemisphere.36

37
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1. Introduction38

39

It would be seem to be obvious that an increase in global sea surface temperatures should 40

be associated with a net uptake of heat by the oceans and a rise in global sea level. Thus 41

we would expect warmer climates to be associated with higher sea levels, and for 42

increasing trapping of heat by anthropogenic carbon dioxide to result in heat uptake by 43

the ocean and sea level rise.  In this paper, we examine how ocean circulation can 44

modulate this relationship within a pair of coupled climate models. 45

46

We begin by considering relationships between the decadal global sea surface 47

temperature change (dSSTglob), the decadal global sea surface height change (dSSHglob) 48

and the decadally averaged net radiation at the top of the atmosphere (NetradTOA) in a 500 49

year run of a coupled climate model. While this relationship between dSSTglob and 50

NetradTOA has been used to estimate the equilibrium climate sensitivity with relatively 51

short records (Winton et al., 2010), such estimation depends on there being a relatively 52

stable connection between the two quantities. The potential that dSSTglob might be 53

decoupled from NetradTOA has gained prominence in recent years as investigators have 54

sought to explain an apparent “hiatus” in the warming of the planetary surface air 55

temperatures (Jones et al., 2009; Kaufmann et al., 2011) which appears not to be 56

associated with a slowdown in sea level rise. Meehl et al. (2011, 2013) examine a set of 57

climate models with constant radiative forcing and contrast rapidly warming decades with 58

“hiatus” decades, finding notable changes in the overturning circulation of the ocean 59

between these decades. In this paper, we consider what insights into the relationships 60
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between dSSTglob, dSSHglob and NetradTOA can be gained from a control run in which 61

differences appear as a result of natural variability, as well as a run where CO2 is abruptly 62

increased.63

64

A conceptual way of thinking about ocean temperature is through the equation65

66

(1) globgloboceansolarglobp SSTSSTQQSST
t

Hc )( 



67

68

where  is the density cp is the specific heat, SSTglob denotes the globally averaged sea 69

surface temperature, H is a scale depth, Qsolar is the horizontally averaged incoming solar 70

radiation, Qocean is the horizontally averaged flux of heat between the deep ocean and the 71

surface ocean and (SST) is a “flux sensitivity” in W/m2/°K from ocean to atmosphere. 72

Note that this flux sensitivity could be used to determine the steady-state response to a 73

stepwise change in solar forcing (since at equilibrium Qocean would be also zero). Within 74

this framework, the sea surface temperature may change because of changes in solar 75

radiation, because heat is exported to or gained from the deep ocean or because the 76

transparency of the atmosphere causes  to change (for example under greenhouse 77

warming the transparency, and thus  is expected to decrease). Insofar as the atmosphere 78

has a small heat capacity, the net heat lost to the atmosphere is then transmitted through 79

the top of the atmosphere and we can write.80

81

(2) 
Hc

QAANetrad

Hc

QQ
SST

t p

oceanoceanTOATOA

p

oceanairsea
glob 








 /)(
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83

Where globsolarairsea SSTQQ  is the horizontally averaged air-sea heat flux, NetradTOA is 84

the horizontally averaged net shortwave in minus outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) at 85

the top of the atmosphere, ATOA is the area at the top of the atmosphere and Aocean is the 86

area of the ocean (ATOA/Aocean=1.4). 87

Insofar as this simple equation is correct, it suggests three possible regimes of 88

temperature variation. 89

1. If Qocean is very small, or if it is positively correlated with NetradTOA, SST changes will 90

be positively correlated with NetradTOA.  We will term this type of behavior the positively 91

correlated regime.92

2. If changes in Qocean are uncorrelated with NetradTOA they will induce SST changes that 93

are uncorrelated with NetradTOA. We will term this type of behavior the uncorrelated 94

regime.95

3. If changes in Qocean are anticorrelated with NetradTOA  (as would be the case if the heat 96

brought to the ocean surface by changes in transport is radiated to space, or if the surface 97

cooling is associated with trapping more heat within the ocean) SST changes will be 98

anticorrelated with NetradTOA. We will term this regime of behavior the negatively 99

correlated regime.100

This paper uses two simulations with the coarse-resolution Geophysical Fluid 101

Dynamics Laboratory’s CM2Mc model (Galbraith et al., 2011) to illustrate all three 102

regimes. The model is described in the following section, the three regimes are presented 103

in Section 3 and Section 4 discusses implications of these results for detecting changes in 104

the Earth System.105
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106

2. Model construction and experimental setup107

108

Our base model is the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory’s CM2Mc model 109

of Galbraith et al. (2011). This model has a three-degree atmosphere with 24 vertical 110

levels which is a lower-resolution version (in the horizontal) of the atmosphere run in the 111

ESM2M model (Dunne et al., 2012).  The ocean is based on the MOM4 code with three-112

degree resolution in the east-west direction, variable resolution with an average of about 113

one degree in the north-south direction, a tripolar grid over the Arctic north of 65°N  and 114

28 vertical levels. There are 9 boxes in the upper 100m of the ocean. The model is run 115

with numerous tracer packages in the ocean, including an ocean biogeochemical cycling 116

code that predicts chlorophyll concentration (Galbraith et al., 2010). This is the only part 117

of the tracer code that feeds back onto the physics, as the changing chlorophyll 118

concentration does impact the absorption of shortwave radiation. 119

Three aspects of this model made it particularly useful for this study. First, the 120

ocean model is Non-Boussinesq so that mass rather than volume conserved and uses an 121

explicit sea surface height with real freshwater fluxes. This means that sea level changes 122

are exactly what should result from changes in density and mass. In traditional volume-123

conserving Boussinesq models by contrast, changes in temperature and salinity change 124

the density of surface waters but mass is not conserved and sea level changes must be 125

calculated. Second, the vertical coordinate is the so-called pstar, which allows for realistic 126

representation of sea level in the presence of thick sea ice. Large thicknesses of ice in 127

such models cause all boxes in the water column to thin, allowing for the pressure 128
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gradient in the surface box to be represented correctly. By contrast traditional level-129

coordinate models “cap” the force exerted by ice in order to prevent the thickness of the 130

topmost box from going to zero and causing numerical instability. This approximation 131

creates inaccuracies in the sea surface height field, which we avoid here. The sea surface 132

height we use is corrected for changes in ice so that it represents the model’s surface plus 133

the mass of ice (reported in kg/m2) divided by 1000 kg/m3. Sea level changes are thus 134

limited to those produced by changes in water storage on land and steric expansion and 135

contraction. Third, the relatively low resolution allowed us to save full term balances for 136

temperature for both runs, allowing us to identify what physical processes are responsible 137

for changes in SSTglob.138

Finally, the model was run with a number of tracer packages, enabling us to 139

examine how circulation changes affect oxygen, age, and watermasses in addition to 140

temperature and salinity. The Biology Light Iron Nutrient and Gasses (BLING) package 141

of Galbraith et al. (2010) allows us to look at changes in nutrients, oxygen, and 142

radiocarbon. The model was run with a set of dye and residency tracers. In this paper, we 143

focus on the ideal age tracer (Thiele and Sarmiento, 1990) which was set to zero at the 144

surface and ages at one year/year below the surface. This tracer captures the time-145

averaged rate at which information at the surface propagates into the deep.146

The model was initialized from the World Ocean Atlas 2001 and run for 2000 147

years with radiatively active gasses set to their 1860 value. As no episodic volcanic 148

eruptions are introduced into the models, the expectation is that the resulting climate will 149

be slightly warmer than in the preindustrial world. The last 500 years of the run (model 150

years 1501-2000) are used here, though it should be recognized that these do not 151
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correspond to historical years. At year 2000 the RMS SST error is around 1.7°C, the 152

Atlantic Meridional Overturning circulation is 18 Sv and the Antarctic Circumpolar 153

Current transport is 156 Sv. The model has a reasonably good representation of both 154

ENSO and the Southern Annular Mode (Galbraith et al., 2011) in terms of the amplitude 155

of temporal variability and pattern of spatial variability. The base model is too warm in 156

the Southern Ocean due to excessive warming and sea ice retreat during the summer.  157

The base model also tends to produce a North Pacific with too little stratification, 158

resulting in a weak formation (~4 Sv) of a North Pacific Deep Water.159

For purposes of this paper vertical heat transport in the model is divided into three 160

main components. 1. Advection by the resolved flow. 2. “one-dimensional” subgridscale 161

processes in which the heat transport is parameterized in terms of vertical profiles of 162

modeled fields and 3.”three-dimensional” subgridscale processes in which fluxes are 163

parameterized in terms of both horizontal and vertical gradients. The one-dimensional 164

processes are the vertical diffusion due to small-scale turbulence (characterized with a 165

background of 0.1 cm2/s and a component associated with mixing due to tidally-166

generated internal waves according to Simmons et al., 2004), the “nonlocal” transfer of 167

heat due to large eddies in the mixed layer (Large et al., 1994) and the absorption of 168

penetrating shortwave radiation. The shortwave absorption term is included because 169

much of the transport of heat within the mixed layer goes to smoothing out vertical 170

gradients in this very large term. The three-dimensional subgridscale processes include 171

three physical mechanisms- turbulent stirring along isopycnal surfaces characterized by a 172

constant coefficient Aredi (Griffies et al., 1998), mesoscale eddy restratification (Gent and 173

McWilliams, 1990) characterized by a spatially varying coefficient AGM and 174
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submesoscale eddy restratification within the mixed layer with a similarly spatially 175

varying coefficient (Fox-Kemper et al., 2011). Both the mesoscale and submesoscale 176

eddy parameterizations require tilted isopycnals to produce fluxes in the vertical. As a 177

result, such fluxes depend on both horizontal and vertical gradients of temperature and 178

salinity. 179

As in previous work (Gregory et al., 2001; Gnanadesikan et al., 2005) the basic 180

picture of oceanic vertical heat transport that emerges (Fig. 1) is quite different from the 181

classic advective-diffusive balance envisioned by Munk (1966) where diffusion brings 182

heat into the deep ocean and advection from the resolved flow (which is basically in 183

geostrophic balance and governed by angular momentum balance) moves it upwards. 184

Instead, the predominant source of heat as deep as 3500m is the resolved advection (red 185

line) as water sinking into the deep ocean is warmer than water leaving it. Heat is largely 186

removed from the deep ocean by mesoscale and submesoscale eddy stirring and 187

overturning (green line).  Vertical diffusion (blue line) plays a much smaller role in 188

bringing heat into the deep ocean. Rather than a picture in which cold water sinks in the 189

polar regions and is warmed from above in the tropics, we find a picture between depths 190

of 1000 and 3500m in which warmer waters sink in the northern polar regions and are 191

cooled by isopycnal diffusion as they move into to the Southern Ocean. The sum of the 192

three terms (thick black line) is essentially zero (implying that the vertical heat flux 193

divergence and thus the rate of change of horizontally averaged temperature is zero). This 194

indicates that our 100-year average is long enough and the model is sufficiently spun up 195

that the temperature is close to a statistically steady state.196
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An additional run was made in which the carbon dioxide was instantaneously 197

doubled and then held constant. As discussed in Winton et al. (2010) such runs may be 198

used to estimate the transient climate sensitivity of coupled climate models- under the199

assumption that the ocean heat transport term acts as a negative feedback on the SST. 200

This run was initialized from the 1860 control at model year 1800 and spun up for 200 201

years, so that it can be directly compared against the final 200 years of the control. 202

203

3. Results204

a.) Variability in the control run- global SST change205

206

One of the challenges in isolating decadal variability is to properly separate out 207

the various frequencies that produce this variability. On decadal time scales integrating 208

equation (2) assuming constant upper ocean heat capacity gives us209

Hc

QAANetrad

yr

SST

t

SST

p

yroceanoceanTOAyrTOA

yrt

tglob

yr

glob


1010

10

10

/

10









(3)210

where <>10yr denotes a ten year average. But in the above equation, the change in SST 211

includes not only decadal changes but aliases those due to shorter-period interannual 212

fluctuations (especially El Nino). In order to reduce the aliasing of these processes we 213

apply an additional three year smooth- denoted as <>3yr-to both sides of equation (3) and 214

then define215

Hc

QAANetrad

yr

SST
dSST
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Thus in order to preserve the equality between temperature change and forcing from 217

fluxes we doubly smooth the fluxes (first with a 3yr and then a 10yr boxcar smooth) 218

while computing the differences (SST and SSH) as 3yr averages spaced a decade apart. 219

We will discuss the significance of this choice below.220

Time series of globally averaged NetradTOA (Fig 2a), Qairsea (Fig 2b), dSSH (Fig. 221

2c) and dSST (Fig 2d.) reveal clear commonalities, but also interesting differences. 222

NetradTOA and Qairsea are very similar, with a correlation coefficient of 0.99 and a 223

regression coefficient of 1.39 (Tab. 1, mirroring the ratio of areas) suggesting that the 224

presumed equality of these terms in equations 2-4 is valid. There is also a tight 225

correlation between NetradTOA and the dSSHglobal (0.90), with a decadal heat flux 226

anomaly of 1 W.m-2 corresponding to a decadal sea level change of 2.7cm- in line with 227

previous work (Rahmsdorf, 2011). However the correlation with decadal SST change 228

dSSTglob is much weaker for both NetradTOA (0.74) and Qairsea (0.69) reflecting the 229

difference in the time series (Fig. 2d). The autocorrelation in dSSTglob at 10 years lag 230

trend is -0.01- not significantly different from zero assuming 49 degrees of freedom and 231

implying that correlations with dSSTglob are significant at the 95% confidence level if 232

they exceed 0.25. 233

dSSTglob shows long-period variability that is similar to that in the fluxes but also 234

exhibits significant shorter-period variability. If instead of taking differences as being 235

between decadally spaced 3-year averages we use 1 year averages, the amplitude of this 236

short-period variability increases, reducing the correlation with NetradTOA to 0.66, so that 237

more than half of the variance in dSSTglob is not related to net radiation. By contrast, if 238

we used decadally spaced decadal averages, dSSTglob would look much more similar to 239
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the net radiation. We have chosen to use a three year smooth in part because the time 240

series of dSSTglob in Fig. 2d contains contributions from both short and long-term 241

variability and so can illustrate how the short-term variability can decouple trends in SST 242

from net radiation and trends in SSH in ways that are relevant when discussing climate 243

change. Moreover we find that the spatial signatures of correlated and uncorrelated 244

temperature changes turn out to be relatively insensitive to whether we use a one or three 245

year average. 246

The local pattern of decadal SST change (dSST) that regressed onto the global 247

decadal SST change (dSSTglob) is shown in Fig. 3a. Instead of the warming being uniform 248

(which would result in a value that was equal to 1 everywhere) there is significant 249

structure- with disproportionate warming in the equatorial Pacific and Southern Ocean. 250

There is also weak cooling in the North Pacific (and elsewhere in the mid-latitude gyres, 251

though it is not particularly statistically significant). Similarly, the local decadal change 252

in SSH (Fig. 3b) shows a spatially heterogeneous response to decadal warming, with sea 253

level dropping in the subpolar gyres and around Indonesia while it rises in the Eastern 254

equatorial Pacific. Note that the magnitude of the local dSSH regression coefficients are 255

usually much larger than the 2.7 cm/°K=0.027 m/°K global slope (which is smaller than 256

the first contour interval).257

The forcing mechanism for these changes can be found by regressing dSSTglob on 258

the zonally averaged radiative fluxes at the top of the atmosphere (Fig 3c) The largest 259

changes in heat flux are found in the Southern Ocean, where 1°C/decade change 260

corresponds to an increase in shortwave absorption as large as 8 W/m2 in the zonal 261

average, partly balanced by outgoing longwave radiation.  However, outside the Southern 262
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Ocean, radiative changes are relatively small and usually statistically insignificant.  263

Regressing the temperature change in the vertical fluxes of heat in the ocean (Fig 3d), we 264

see that 1°C/decade warming is connected with an upward transport of heat of up to 0.4 265

W/m2- similar in magnitude to the 0.53 Wm-2 global air-sea flux we get from regressing 266

Qairsea on decadal SST trend. A significant part of the decadal warming of SST is thus due 267

to Qocean. Surface warming in the model is associated with a small increase in the 268

downward advective flux of heat at 3500m which is only marginally statistically 269

significant.270

271

b.) Variability in the control run- Positively correlated regime272

273

As noted above, the impact of ocean circulation changes on dSSTglob can be 274

conceptually divided into components that are correlated (potentially positively or 275

negatively) with NetradTOA and those that are uncorrelated with NetradTOA. We therefore 276

repeat the analysis in Figure 3 by regressing the same set of fields against 0.807 277

(°K/decade)/(W/m2)*NetradTOA. Following Table 1, this is the part of dSSTglob that is 278

positively correlated with NetradTOA. The resulting SST trend regression (Fig. 4a) is 279

much more dominated by the Southern Ocean- away from this region most trends are not 280

significant. The decadal change in SSH (Fig 4b) is also spatially heterogeneous, with 281

rising SSH in low latitudes partially compensated by large drops in SSH in the Southern 282

Ocean (exceeding 0.3 m/°K- more than 10 times magnitude of and in the opposite 283

direction as the global signal). Note that despite the fact that the globally averaged SSH is 284

strongly positively correlated with NetradTOA (Fig. 2, Tab. 1) statistically significant local 285
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SSH changes are dominated by falling sea levels around the Antarctic, highlighting the 286

challenge in extracting the global signal. 287

The change in net radiation (Fig 4c) is associated with up to 10 W/m2 more 288

downward shortwave radiation being absorbed over the Southern Ocean, which again 289

counterbalances an up to 4 W/m2 zonal average increase in longwave radiation. In the 290

ocean (Fig 4d) there is additional heat transport out of the part of the water column 291

between 500 and 3000m. At 500m this transport is upward and is dominated by 1D 292

subgridscale processes, indicating that convection is supplying more heat to the upper 293

water column. At the surface, this transport is downward, indicating that heat is being 294

added to the ocean from above (consistent with more solar radiation being absorbed by 295

the surface).  At depths greater than 1500m, there is also a downward transport of heat, 296

which is first accomplished by mesoscale eddies (respresenting an enhancement of eddy 297

overturning associated with more vertical isopycnals), which then “hand-off” warmer 298

deep water to drive advective warming of the bottom waters. Thus the correlated mode of 299

variability is associated with a warming of the surface ocean, driven both by increased 300

shortwave absorption and increased supply of heat from below, a cooling of the deep 301

ocean between 500 and 3000m and a warming of the abyss.302

Decadal variability in Southern Ocean convection in our model has been 303

previously noted both by Galbraith et al. (2011) and Pradal and Gnanadesikan (2014). 304

The first of these papers focused on the role of changing convection in the Weddell Sea 305

in driving variability in radiocarbon and noted that this convection was preceded by 306

anomalies in surface salinity which propagated into this region from the east. In Pradal 307

and Gnanadesikan (2014) we found that there is a strong correlation between variability 308
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in salinity stratification and SST throughout the Southern Ocean. We proposed that lower 309

salinity stratification inhibits the formation of sea ice, both through the increased vertical 310

transport of heat shown in Fig 4d, as well as increasing the thermal inertia of the ocean 311

(requiring a greater volume to be cooled to freezing before sea ice can form). 312

That these changes are associated with Southern Ocean convective variability can 313

be seen by regressing oceanic tracer fields against 0.807 (°K/decade)/(W/m2)*NetradTOA.  314

We begin by looking at decadal changes in zonal-mean temperature dTave.  Correlating 315

dTave with scaled NetradTOA (Fig. 5a,b) we see that increased absorption of radiation by 316

the earth is positively correlated with temperature changes in the Subantarctic Mode 317

Water region, as well as the deep ocean and the tropics. It is negatively correlated with 318

temperatures in the Circumpolar Deep Water, consistent with heat being extracted from 319

this water mass via convection and sea levels dropping in the far Southern Ocean (Fig. 320

4c). When we look at the regression of dTave on scaled NetradTOA (Fig. 5b), however, the 321

largest absolute changes in temperature are seen in the surface and Circumpolar Deep 322

Waters, with relatively small signals in the tropics and bottom waters, indicating the 323

importance of high precision measurements in extracting such signals in the bulk of the 324

ocean.325

Repeating the analysis in Fig. 5a and b for zonally averaged oxygen we see a 326

close relationship between the zonally averaged trends in oxygen and temperature. The 327

correlation plot for oxygen (Fig. 5c) looks essentially like the inverse of the temperature 328

(Fig. 5a). During warming decades with high NetradTOA, we see higher oxygen in 329

Circumpolar Deep Waters, but lower oxygen in intermediate and mode waters. The 330

highest positive correlations (exceeding 0.75) are found at 65S over depths of 350-600m. 331
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The associated regression coefficients are in the range of 45-53 M/°C when the 332

regression is performed against dSSTglob, with similar values found when the regression 333

is made against the local temperature change. This sensitivity is almost an order of 334

magnitude larger than the response that could be directly attributed to temperature-driven 335

changes in solubility which would produce values around 8 M/°C. Oxygen changes 336

must then be driven by changes in the apparent oxygen utilization, which is normally 337

high in these regions when the water column is stratified and drops when oxygenated 338

surface waters are brought to depth by convection. This picture is supported by the 339

correlation and regression analysis of trends in ideal age (Fig. 5e,f) which shows a similar 340

pattern as temperature and oxygen, with regression coefficients reaching as high as 212 341

yr/°C. Given RMS NetradTOA changes of about 0.1 W/m2 (implying peak-to-trough 342

changes of order 0.3 W/m2), the associated peak-to-trough trends in oxygen are of order 343

8-10 M/decade and the associated trends in age are up to 60 year/decade. The oxygen 344

changes are much larger than the interdecadal changes reported in Andrews et al. (2013) 345

in an analysis of historical oxygen trends, suggesting that smaller changes than seen here 346

could be important in explaining observational trends.347

Our positively correlated regime of climate variability is broadly similar to that 348

reported by Martin et al. (2013) and Latif et al. (2013) in the Kiel Climate Model, where 349

periodic convection in the Weddell Sea results in significant warming of the planet. One 350

important difference between our simulation and theirs is the time scale of variability. 351

CM2Mc shows multidecadal variability with a temperature signal more trapped to the 352

Southern Ocean while the Kiel Climate Model variability is on somewhat longer time 353

scales. The proposed mechanism for destabilization is also different in their model, as 354
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they focus on a buildup of heat below the surface rather than a reduction of salinity at the 355

surface. A final difference between our mode and theirs is that they find a synchronous 356

warming of the surface and deep ocean whereas our model produces a synchronous 357

warming of the surface and deep oceans separated by a region of cooling.358

359

c.) Variability in the control model- The uncorrelated mode360

361

Repeating the analysis for the part of the dSSTglob that is not correlated with 362

NetradTOA (found by regressing against dSSTglob-0.807 (°K/decade)/(W/m2)*NetradTOA) 363

the picture changes. The SST regression (Fig 6a) now has two positive centers of action, 364

one the tropical pattern seen in Fig. 3a, the other in the Pacific sector of the Southern 365

Ocean. This pattern has a shape similar to decadal ENSO (Power et al., 1999), as in 366

Meehl et al. (2013). Separate analysis shows that a similar pattern is found when 367

regressing dSST with the portion of Qairsea not correlated with NetradTOA. A signature of 368

the Antarctic dipole (Yu and Martinson, 2001) can be seen with out of phase variation 369

between SSTs to the west and east of the Antarctic Peninsula. The regression of dSSH on 370

this mode of global SST variability (Fig 6b) shows large signals in the tropics, with sea 371

levels falling in the Eastern Pacific by more than 0.3 m/°K (again an order of magnitude 372

larger than the global-scale changes associated with surface warming and in the opposite 373

direction). The TOA radiation balance (Fig 5c) shows that warming is still associated 374

with more shortwave absorption in the Southern Ocean, but that the magnitude of the 375

additional flux is much smaller, and that there is more compensation from increased OLR. 376

While oceanic transport changes are seen over the entire water column, the net flux has a 377
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single sign throughout the water column. A 1°C warming in a decade turns out to be 378

associated with an additional 0.8 W/m2 advective flux across 100m, yielding a similar 379

relationship between heat flux and temperature change as for NetradTOA. There is also an 380

increased upward eddy flux which penetrates to significant depths. This appears to be 381

associated with increased upward heat transport in the Southern Ocean at latitudes 382

polewards of 60 degrees on multidecadal time scales (eddy transport changes in the 383

tropics are quite small). 384

The picture that emerges from Fig. 6 is one where a decrease wind-driven 385

advection in the tropics reduces advective removal of heat from (or alternatively reduces 386

the supply of cold water to) the upper ocean. The surface SST pattern associated with this 387

change results in a stronger Hadley cell-producing less shortwave absorption but also 388

lower OLR in the near-equatorial zone with the reverse signal in the mid-latitudes. The 389

tropical warming is also associated with a warm Antarctic dipole mode (Yuan and 390

Martinson, 2001), which then is associated with less sea ice in the Southeast Pacific and 391

more shortwave absorption in that area. This in turn is almost exactly compensated by 392

more longwave radiation. It is also associated with increased upward eddy heat transport. 393

Analysis of where this occurs shows it to be dominated by the Weddell Sea sector.394

The uncorrelated regime also shows subsurface temperature and oxygen changes, 395

as illustrated in Figures 7 and 8.  The pattern of correlation for zonally averaged 396

temperature (Fig. 7a), oxygen (Fig. 7c) and age (Fig. 7e) shows much lower values 397

throughout most of the water column, with the exception being within a few hundred 398

meters of the surface. A notable difference in the pattern of warming seen in the Southern 399

Ocean, where little signal is seen in the mode and intermediate waters. The most 400
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significant signal in the SST is a high surface correlation in the tropics with values 401

ranging over 0.6-0.8 with the highest correlations found at ~4-8 degrees off the equator. 402

This region lies above a region of negative correlation with largest values of around -0.6403

found at depths of ~200m at 4-6S. The associated temperature changes  (Fig. 7b, note 404

the change in vertical scale) are large, with temperature changes larger than dSSTglob405

down to depths of around 70m, and subsurface temperature changes up to twice the 406

global temperature change.407

The vertical “stacking” of surface warming above subsurface cooling arises 408

because of changes in the Western Pacific. As seen above, warming of the surface 409

uncorrelated with NetradTOA is associated with a shift towards El Nino-like conditions 410

which results in a shallowing of the West Pacific warm pool changing the depth of the 411

thermocline by comparable amounts in the East Pacific and West Pacific. However, since 412

the temperature gradient at the base of the warm pool is much sharper than in the East 413

Pacific such a change will produce a strong cooling in the west and a weak warming in 414

the east (Fig. 8a,b).415

The uncorrelated regime is also associated with a decline in tropical oxygen at 416

depths of around 100m (Fig. 7c,d). The associated correlation coefficients are around 0.5 417

and the regression coefficients reach as high as 20 M/°C. A subsurface decrease 418

associated with surface warming is the opposite of what might be expected from 419

productivity, which drops under El Nino-like conditions (Barber and Chavez, 1982) but is 420

consistent with the subsurface temperature signal. As shown in Fig 8c the oxygen 421

concentrations at 100m show positive correlation with SST in the East Pacific, but with 422

relatively small regression amplitude (Fig. 8d), in contrast to the West Pacific where the 423
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correlation is negative and the amplitude of change is large. The ideal age signal (Fig. 424

7e,f; 8e,f) is the inverse of the oxygen signal, with older areas showing less oxygen and 425

younger areas showing more oxygen.426

427

d.) SST and SSH changes under global warming428

429

Our step CO2 doubling simulation also shows a disconnect between SST trends 430

on the one hand and global radiation balance and SSH trends on the other. As shown in 431

Figure 9a (which shows the decadally smoothed global SST) after the doubling of CO2, 432

the temperature rises rapidly from its initial value of 18.5C for about forty years, before 433

plateauing at a value 1.1 degrees higher about 40 years into the run. The SST then drops 434

over about a twenty year period by about 0.1C and stays at the lower level for almost 50 435

years, before warming resumes again. The global mean sea surface height, by contrast 436

(Fig. 9b), rises steadily throughout this time period. The spatial distribution of the 437

temperature change between the 6th and 4th decades of the run (Fig. 9c) shows a weak 438

cooling in the tropics (reminiscent of the uncorrelated mode) but a strong cooling in the 439

Southern Ocean (reminiscent of the positively correlated mode) with an additional large 440

cooling in the Northern Subpolar gyre. There is also very weak cooling along the equator, 441

suggestive of a weak La Nina. The pattern of SSH change (Fig. 9d) shows rising SSH in 442

the North Atlantic, consistent with heat being trapped there and a slowing of Atlantic 443

Meridional Overturning Circulation (which drops over this period of time from ~20 to 444

~14 Sv). In the Southern Ocean, the pattern of SSH change resembles the inverse of that 445
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associated with the warming pattern in Fig. 4b. Along the equator there is a hint of higher 446

sea level around Indonesia, consistent with a very weak decadal La Nina.447

The fact that the SSH continues to rise even while the SST continues to drop 448

would suggest that the ocean is continuing to take up heat. That this is the case is clearly 449

shown in Fig. 10, which parallels Fig. 2 but shows the difference between the doubling 450

CO2 simulation and the control. The TOA radiative balance (Fig. 10a) remains positive 451

throughout the entire run, though it does drop substantially during the first 40 years. As in 452

the control run, the air-sea heat flux (Fig. 10b) and global SSH trend (Fig. 10c) closely 453

mirror the TOA radiative balance, while the SST trends (Fig 10d) show more variability 454

and are significantly offset- dropping below zero during the fifth decade of the simulation, 455

which is when the cooling sets in. 456

We seek to understand the cooling period in more detail by looking at the 457

associated balances of heat within the ocean and the atmosphere (Fig. 11). Relative to the 458

control simulation, the cooling period shows more uptake of heat at the TOA (Fig. 11a) 459

throughout the globe, except in narrow bands in the Northern and Southern subpolar 460

regions. A decrease in OLR associated with increased greenhouse trapping clearly plays a 461

key role in this. In the Southern and Northern subpolar regions, however, cooling at the 462

surface is associated with less absorption of shortwave radiation (up to ~3 W/m2 in the 463

Northern Hemisphere, ~5 W/m2 in the Southern Hemisphere) with only partial 464

compensation from long wave radiation.  Such a change is similar to that associated with 465

the positively correlated mode, except that it is now also found in the Northern 466

Hemisphere.467
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Within the ocean, the cooling is associated with a downward transport of heat that 468

peaks just below the surface (Fig. 11b), leading to warming everywhere but in the top 469

100m or so. The tendency from 1D subgridscale processes is to warm the surface layer-470

so that the cooling in surface waters is primarily due to a decline in the upward transport 471

of heat by parameterized eddies, which overwhelms the 1D subgridscale term within the 472

mixed layer. Advective transport of heat out of the mixed layer also plays a role in 473

cooling the top ~700m (with downward heat flux peaking at about 0.4 W/m2) while 474

warming the ~800m below that. Below 1500m the eddy term dominates the heat balance.475

It is also instructive to compare the cooling period from model years 1840-1859 to 476

years 1900-1919, when the warming starts again in earnest. The top of the atmosphere 477

radiation (Fig. 11c) shows that a little less energy (driven by additional shortwave 478

reflection) is absorbed during the cooling period in the Southern Ocean, while a little 479

more (driven by less outgoing longwave) is absorbed in the Southern Hemisphere tropics. 480

The total difference in radiation is, however, relatively small, as might be inferred from 481

Fig. 10. 482

The differences in ocean heat transport between model years 1840-1859 and 483

1901-1920, however, while small overall, are still of order a few tenths of a W/m2. 484

Relative to the subsequent warming period, the cooling period is associated with an 485

increase in the downward 1D subgridscale transport of heat peaking at about 140m. It is 486

this increase in downward transport that is responsible for the near-surface cooling- as 487

advective and eddy fluxes within the top 100m show relatively small net gradients. On 488

closer examination, the resulting cooling due to diffusion and shortwave penetration is 489

largely confined to the Southern Ocean- in the Northern Hemisphere, the surface cooling 490
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actually results in an increase in heat flux from the atmosphere to the ocean. In the 491

Northern Hemisphere the cooling is associated a minimum in the North Atlantic 492

overturning, which drops to its lowest value (just below 14 Sv) between years 1840 and 493

1860 before beginning a long, slow rise to 20 Sv at the end of the doubling run. This 494

change in overturning is responsible for the globally averaged downward heat flux 495

becoming smaller in Fig. 11d at 1000m. By contrast, the increase in downward heat 496

transport at 2500m is largely a Southern Hemisphere signal and is associated with sinking 497

Southern Ocean waters becoming warmer.498

Examination of the zonally averaged changes in temperature, oxygen and age (Fig. 499

12) reveals both similarities to the positively correlated mode of variability in the 500

Southern Ocean but differences in the north. The increases in deep temperature and age 501

accompanied by a decrease of oxygen in the Circumpolar Deep Water are very 502

reminiscent of the positively correlated mode. However we also see a similar signal in the 503

Northern Hemisphere, suggesting that the cooling is produced by a reduction of 504

convection bringing up heat from below in both hemispheres. The cooling period in the 505

5th and 6th decades after doubling in this run appears to be the result of a “perfect storm” 506

in which suppression of the North Atlantic overturning lines up with natural variability in 507

Southern Ocean convection with the possibility of an additional contribution from a weak 508

decadal La Nina signal in the tropical Pacific. 509

510

4. Discussion and conclusions511

512
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Our results suggest that it will not be simple to attribute changes in decadal SST 513

trends in a warming world, given that multiple processes may be at work at the same time. 514

This is because at least three regimes can be at play. Increases in high-latitude convection 515

associated with natural variability in ocean circulation will tend to melt back sea ice, 516

increasing ocean heat uptake and potentially increasing the rate of global warming. As 517

noted by Latif et al. (2013), the negative phase of such a regime would be associated with 518

a slowing of global warming and sea level rise. However, as illustrated in section 3d, 519

forced changes in convection, insofar as they lead to long-term retention or release of 520

heat from the deep ocean, can actually cause SST to drop even as the ocean takes up heat. 521

Finally, changes in tropical circulation and winds create variability that complicates the 522

attribution of dSSTglob to NetradTOA.523

Distinguishing the three regimes requires more than measurements of radiation. 524

The TOA radiative changes associated with all three regimes involve significant 525

compensation between longwave and shortwave components. Moreover, all three regimes 526

are associated with large signals within the Southern Ocean where measurements are 527

sparse. SSH offers a powerful way of integrating the impacts of NetradTOA, but detecting 528

changes requires capturing both the large scale means and regional patterns. Within the 529

ocean there are some noticeable differences between the three regimes of variability. The 530

Southern Ocean convective mode that is in phase with NetradTOA involves cooling at 531

mid-depths and warming above and below that depth, while the other two regimes 532

involve cooling throughout the deep ocean and warming in the surface ocean.  However, 533

capturing such differences requires measuring not only the upper ocean, but the abyss 534

below 3000m, below the current depth of the Argo network, with significant changes 535
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occurring in the far Southern Ocean within the sea ice zone. Resolving such changes 536

requires extending the measurement network into this region, and configuring it in such a 537

way so as to distinguish different processes of change. We note that the use of oxygen as 538

a tracer in the Southern Ocean is particularly helpful as it helps to distinguish subsurface 539

warming driven by advection of warm water from above (which generally increases both 540

temperature and oxygen) from subsurface warming driven by a suppression of convection 541

(which increases temperature by reducing the upward transport of heat but decreases 542

oxygen by reducing the downward transport of oxygenated surface waters).543

We note that a decadal cooling unconnected with net radiative forcing would help 544

to explain some of the observed trends associated with the warming hiatus. In particular it 545

would help to reconcile a warming hiatus (tropical cooling) with increased warming at 546

depth (Purkey and Johnson, 2013; Jouillion et al.2013) and increasing sea ice in the 547

Southern Ocean (Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012), while still allowing for a rise in global 548

sea levels. It would also help to explain observed changes in SSH across the Pacific. Over 549

the past 15 years SSH has risen by 7 cm to the east Indonesia relative to the rest of the 550

ocean (Merrifield and Maltrud, 2011). In our model such a change from 150-170°E, 551

10°N-10°S would be associated with a ~0.24°C global cooling unconnected with changes 552

in NetradTOA. 553

The fact that such a cooling would also be expected to produce a decline in 554

oxygen in the Eastern Pacific in our model (Fig. 8) is intriguing. As noted by Andrews et 555

al. (2013) one of the current conundrums in understanding observed oxygen trends is the 556

mismatch between climate models, which tend to predict that oxygen minimum zones 557

will shrink under climate change and recent observations which show a growth in the 558
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extent of such zones. Our results suggest that an increase in tropical easterlies associated 559

with a warming hiatus would have the potential to contribute to such an increase, 560

although the magnitude of the required change is larger than we simulate here.561
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Table 1651

Correlation (regression) coefficients for the impact of the terms in each row on the terms 652

in each column. Differences are decadally separated 3yr averages. Fluxes are doubly 653

smoothed with a 10yr and 3yr boxcar. 654

Qairsea (W/m2) dSSHglobal (m) dSSTglobal (°C)

NetradTOA (W/m2) 0.99 (1.39) 0.90 (0.0269) 0.74 (0.81)

Qairsea (W/m2) 0.88 (0.019) 0.69 (0.53)

dSSHglobal (m) 0.70 (25.7)

655

656
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657

Figure 1: Total vertical heat flux in the ocean for the control run. Red line shows the heat658

flux due to resolved advection. Blue is due to vertical mixing schemes inside and outside 659

the mixed layer plus the penetrating shortwave radiation. Green is due to eddy mixing 660

schemes from mesoscale advection,(Gent and McWilliams, 1990) mesoscale stirring661

(Griffies et al., 1998) and submesoscale advection (Fox-Kemper et al., 2011).662

663
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664

Figure 2: Decadal variability in CM2Mc control run. (A) Globally averaged TOA 665

radiation anomaly (NetradTOA) in W/m2. (B) Globally averaged air-sea heat flux anomaly 666

(Qairsea) in W/m2. (C) Decadal trend in globally averaged SSH (dSSHglob) in mm/yr 667

(cm/decade). (D) Decadal trend in globally averaged SST (dSSTglob)  in °C/decade.668

669
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670

Figure 3: Relationships between global decadal SST change dSSTglob and other fields. 671

Correlations above 0.25 are shown by solid colors in shading plots and symbols in line 672

plots. (A) Regression of local decadal SST change onto dSSTglob (°K/°K). (B) Regression 673

of local decadal SSH change onto dSSTglob.(m/°K) (C)  Regression of zonally averaged 674

TOA radiative fluxes (black is NetradTOA, green is OLR, red is outgoing SW*(-1)-675

changes equivalent to those in absorbed SW) (W/m2/( °K/decade)) (D) Regression 676

against vertical ocean heat fluxes (black is total, red is advection, green is sum of 677

mesoscale and submesoscale eddy, blue is 1D subgridscale). Units are 678

(W/m2/( °K/decade)). 679

680
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681

Figure 4: Same as Figure 3, but for regressions on 0.807 682

(°K/decade)/(W/m2)*NetradTOA (that part of the decadal SST change correlated with 683

global heat uptake). 684

685
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686

Figure 5: Zonally averaged decadal trends associated with the positively correlated mode 687

of SST change. (a) Correlation between zonally averaged dT and C*NetradTOA where 688

C=0.807 (°K/decade)/(W/m2). (SST change in phase with NetradTOA). (b) Regression of 689

zonally averaged dT onto C*NetradTOA. (c) Correlation between zonally averaged dO2690

and C*NetradTOA. (d) Regression of  zonally averaged dO2 onto C*NetradTOA (e) 691

Correlation between zonally averaged dAge and C*NetradTOA. (f) Regression of zonally 692

averaged dAge onto C*NetradTOA693

694
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695

Figure 6: Same as Figure 3, but for regressions on dSSTglob- 0.807696

(°K/decade)/(W/m2)*NetradTOA (that part of the decadal change that is not correlated with 697

net heat uptake by the planet).698

699
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700

Figure 7: Same as Figure 5, but for regressions on dSSTglob- 0.807 (°K/decade)/(W/m2) 701

*NetradTOA (that part of the decadal change that is not correlated with net heat uptake by 702

the planet).703

704
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705

706

Figure 8: Subsurface decadal changes associated with part of decadal SST trend not 707

related to NetradTOA (dSSTglobal-C*NetradTOA) where C=0.807 (°K/decade)/(W/m2) (a) 708

Correlation with decadal temperature trend at 200m. (b) Regression of decadal 709

temperature trend at 200m on dSSTglobal-C*NetradTOA. (c) Correlation with decadal 710

oxygen trend at 100m. (d) Regression of decadal oxygen trend at 100m (M/decade) on711

dSSTglobal-C*NetradTOA. (c) Correlation with decadal age trend at 100m. (d) Regression 712

of decadal age trend at 100m (years/decade) on dSSTglobal-C*NetradTOA.713

714
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715

Figure 9: Response of climate system after a step doubling in carbon dioxide at year 716

1800. (A) Time series of globally averaged SST, decadally smoothed. (B) Time series of 717

globally averaged SSH, decadally smoothed. (C) SST change between 6th and 4th decades 718

after doubling (Model years 1851-1860 and 1831-1840). (D) Same as (C) but for SSH 719

change.720

721
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722

Figure 10: Fluxes and trends in doubling CO2 simulation relative to mean from control 723

model (compare with Figure 2). (A) Net radiation at the top of the atmosphere. (B) Air-724

sea heat flux. (C) Decadal trend in SSH. (D) Decadal trend in SST.725

726
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727

Figure 11: Change in heat fluxes associated with cooling period under CO2 doubling 728

(model years 1840-1859, 40-59 years after doubling). (A) Change in TOA radiation 729

balance terms relative to control. (B) Change in horizontal mean vertical ocean heat flux 730

terms relative to control. (C) Change in TOA radiation balance terms relative to 731

subsequent warming period (model years 1900-1919, 100-119 years after doubling). (D) 732

Change in horizontal mean vertical ocean heat flux terms relative to subsequent warming 733

decade.734

735
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736

737
Figure 12: Zonal mean changes in temperature, oxygen and age associated with the 738

cooling period under CO2 doubling. All fields shown are the difference between the 6th739

and 4th decade after doubling as in Figure 9c and d. (A) Zonal mean temperature change 740

80°W-30°E (Atlantic Sector). (B) Zonal mean temperature change, 120°E-80°W (Pacific 741

sector). (C) Zonal mean oxygen change 80°W-30°E (Atlantic Sector). (D) Zonal mean 742

oxygen change, 120°E-80°W (Pacific sector). (E) Zonal mean age change 80°W-30°E 743

(Atlantic Sector). (F) Zonal mean age change, 120°E-80°W (Pacific sector).744


